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All questi,ons nxay be attempted but only marks obtained on the besf four soluti,ons wi'll

count.
The use of an electroni,c calculator is not permi,tted in this erami,nation.

1. Let G be a finite group. Explain what is meant by the order,ord g, of g € G.

Define lhe kemel Ker(p) and, image I*(p) of a group homomorphism I : G -> H.

state and prove a relationship which holds between Ker(g) and Im(cp).

Deduce that if r e G then ord p(e) divides both lGl and lIl1.

Let cp^ : Cn -+ C'? denote the homomorphism p*(r') : rnt. State a necessary and

sufficient condition on rn for g* to be an automorphism.

Describe Aut(Czo) explicitly as a product of cyclic groups.

2. Let o: G x X + X be a left action of a finite group G on a finite set X, and let

r €. X. Explain what is meant by

i) the orbit, (r), of r € X ;

ii) the stability subgroup G,.

Prove that

iii) if s € X then ei,ther (") : (y) or (r) n (s) : 0, and

iv) show there exists a bijection (") +> GIG,.

Explain what is meant by the Class Equation of such an action, and describe it
explicitly in the case where X : G : DM, the dihedral group of order 14, and the

action is conjugati,on o : Dyx Du1 DM ; g o h : ghg-r.

3. Let p be a prime and P a group of order pn acting on a finite set X with fixed point

set XP. Prove that lXPl = lxl (mod p).

Let G be a group of order kp" where ft is coprime to p, and let N, bu the number

of subgroups of order p'. Under the assumption that No f 0, show that

Np:1 (mod p).

Suppose that G is a group of order 56 ; show that ei'ther

i) G has a normal subgroup of order 7 or

ii) G has a normal subgroup of order 8.
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4. If 9 | Q + Aut(/{) is a group homomorphism, explain what is meant by the semi'

di,rect product KXaQ .

State and prove a criterion which allows one to assert that a group G is a semi-direct

product of the above form where K, Q are subgroups of G.

Let p,g be primes such that g" ( p and let G be a group of order pg"' Assuming

Sylow's Theorem, prove that G is a semi-direct product of the above form where

lKl: p and lQl: q".

Use this result to describe all groups of order 153, stating with justification the

number of distinct isomorphism types obtained.

5. Let Abe a commutative integral domain which contains a field lF as a subring and

is such that dimB'(A) is finite. Show that A is a field.

Deduce that if p(r) is an irreducible polynomial over a field 1F then F'[r]/(p(r)) is a

field.

If IFs denotes the field with five elements, show that

1) n2 +2 and 12 + r *2 are both irreducible over lF5, and that

ii) there is an isomorphism of fields Fslrll@2 + 2) o Fslrll@2 + t + 2).

6. State and prove Eisenstein's Criterion.

By making a substitution of the form r r+ r*o show that ras +43r*85 is

irreducible over Q

Give the complete factorizations of the polynomials below into monic irreducible

factors over Q, justifying your answer in each case.

i) rL6 - 3618 - 405 ;

ii) rro + 1.
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